WE GET MORE EMPLOYEES WANT TO USE MACS.

To improve your Mac® deployment, you need IT Orchestration by CDW®.

MAC DEPLOYMENT CONSULTATION.

CDW Professional Services will help you deploy and manage your Apple® devices. Whether you’ve just adopted Apple products or have already deployed them, our senior-level Apple-certified engineers will ensure that you’re ready to support the growing number of employees using Apple devices. We work with your technology teams to discover how well your environment is set up to take advantage of best practices for device deployment, management and security, and work with you on implementing any needed changes.

During our Mac Deployment Consultation, we’ll run an Apple-developed discovery tool that analyzes your network environment and Mac configuration. We will then provide a detailed report of the results with explanations of all findings and recommended next steps.

The process includes:
• Preparation and planning calls to get started
• Remote discovery session with your technical teams about managing Mac and iOS devices
• Discussion session covering key results of the discovery tool and actionable recommendations
• A formal readiness report customized for you based on our onsite discovery combined with our internal research, processes, tools and methodologies

Deployment Consultation Benefits:
• Discuss best practices for Mac deployment with an Apple-certified engineer
• Assess your IT infrastructure and Mac configuration vis-a-vis Apple management requirements
• Provide timely feedback on the results of our discovery session
• Deliver a clear, focused report with actionable recommendations
• Plan next steps
• Deliver Apple deployment readiness ratings scorecard

Deployment Consultation Topics
• Current IT processes and management of Apple devices
• Compatibility of apps, agents and system extensions
• Software distribution
• Endpoint security and Mac security fundamentals
• Networking, Wi-Fi®, proxy and VPN
• Review existing macOS® and iOS challenges
• User experience
• Self-servicing models
• Help desk and support

Timing
Deployment Consultation Report will be completed within one business week of initial discovery session.

Call 800.800.4329 or contact your CDW account manager to discuss pricing and learn more about Mac Deployment Consultations.
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